
TALENT COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

In the connected world, organisations that wish to elevate their Employer of Choice status and to
maintain active talent communities, need to be online. TSR is proud to offer a range of digital and
social recruitment services that enable businesses to tap into the online talent space.

The best 21st century Talent Management strategies incorporate a high level of digital engagement
from talent brand positioning, to attraction, recruitment, retention and employee engagement.
Managing an interactive, dynamic space requires dedicated resources and consistent effort – both
time and cost draining.

Managing your Online Talent Pool

At TSR we combine both traditional and digital recruitment strategies and delight in providing our
clients with bespoke talent management services and tools to enhance their employer brand and
boost their chances of attracting, recruiting and retaining top talent.

We enjoy partnering with our clients to empower them to leverage
all available avenues for talent management and happily outsource
functions on their behalf.

Call:   083 324 2340
Email: theo@tsrecruitment.co.za

In conjunction with our 
social media & digital 

specialist partners, TSR can 
create bespoke social 
recruitment solutions



TALENT COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

Balancing People-centricity & Technology

Many organisations fall into the trap of
focussing solely on technology but at TSR
we understand that true talent
management success comes from
effectively utilising technology whilst still
retaining people-centric relationship
oriented processes.

Successful next generation talent
management requires understanding of
three core concepts:

1. People, not process
2. Transparency
3. Networking & Real-time collaboration
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Email: theo@tsrecruitment.co.za

People, not 
process

Networking 
& Real-time 

collaboration
Transparency

Technology is ultimately
just a tool and should
never replace human
contact. TSR provides
the human interface, on
behalf of clients,
ensuring this balance

In today’s fast-paced
24/7 connected world
individuals expect an
immediate response.
TSR understands this
and helps to leverage
candidate experience
by actively interfacing
on behalf of clients.

Social media has driven the
greatest expectation of
transparency & Talent Brand
and candidate experience
need to factor this in.
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Brand reputation is paramount in today’s transparent world and in addition to building and creating
their own brand, organisations now have to mitigate risk associated with the brands of their
individual employees.

Recent high profile cases have brought into sharp focus the detrimental effect that even one throw-
away comment can have on an individual’s life and the employer organisation associated with
them.

Digital Verification

At TSR we offer our clients the option to conduct a third-party digital verification on existing and
potential employees. This process seeks to not only assess potential areas of risk but also to measure
the impact of the individual’s personal and professional brand, credibility and reach of network.

Presented in a professional report, the digital verification, provides valuable insight into the
individual, providing peace of mind (risk areas) and opportunity to capitalise on the individual’s skills,
expertise & connections.
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TSR has experience conducting Social 
Media Brand training for employees


